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Thomas

Do you have a fondest memory of the market?

Collinson

Well I’ve been living in Sheffield for 30 years and I find it was a nice
place the market, pleasant, you could sit down and have a nice cup of
tea and nice people to serve you.

Thomas

Do you think that the managers could do anything to improve the
market?

Collinson

Oh yes, very much so because I think it needs a lot of tidying up and a
lot of different things done to it. But of course this is coming down this
place and it’ll not be so good, but in the meantime its quite good and
service is very good and as I say there’s nothing more only everything
changes with life doesn’t it.

Thomas

Do you think the stalls in here offer enough of a variety?

Collinson

The stalls here, no there’s not much of a variety at all and they could be
displayed out much better.

Thomas

Do you think this is too complicated

Collinson

In here?

Thomas

Yes, do you find it hard to make your way around to places?
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Collinson

Oh no its not complicated because you only walk round and you’re at
the other side. No its not complicated here at all but I don’t think, it
needs a lot of improvement but its not going to stay open anyway. It
need s a lot of improvement and things like that but apart from that its
not too bad at all.

Thomas

Do you have a favourite stall in the market?

Collinson

Well I go to the butcher’s stall which is the better one, the meat is very
nice and the’ve clean overalls on which is very nice and everything’
displayed out nicely and I like to go there because I know I’ll be getting
good meat because some of the places go and they just throw it in and
just throw it out and that’s no good, not very good that.

Thomas

Right, I think .............
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